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Statistics show that the air travel is the safest mode of travel and with the decrease in prices of
airlines it will very soon become the most common mode of transport. In India there are numerous
aviation companies who are trying to cater to your travel needs but Kingfisher red airlines takes the
privilege to let you feel elated while being a potential passenger of Kingfisher. In 2008 Air Deccan a
Bangalore based airline announced to change its brand name to Kingfisher Red airlines and started
operating under Kingfisher IATA code IT. They operate flights to numerous destinations across the
country and globe. They offer flight services to all the important cities of the country, the flights start
nearly at 5:15 am with its final flight at 11:00pm.

With the means of online booking system, travelers can have a look at the flight schedule of
Kingfisher Red airlines and can also avail the updated information about the flight schedules.
Kingfisher Red airlines has also launched the mobile ticketing to its passengers. M-Fly is the mobile
ticketing offered by Kingfisher Red for its passengers which are a convenient option to book tickets
from their mobile phones sitting at homes or office or even while on the move.

Kingfisher red airlines have launched the lowest ever fares for its passengers. In fact it is the first
airline to offer fares from Re 1/- to Rs 500/-. These prices have helped to connect to the common
man of the country. They have even simplified the entire process of air travel beginning from getting
information for booking flight tickets or rescheduling or cancellations etc. they had also introduced
the facility of tele Check-In. Kingfisher red airlines allows the passengers to call 24x7 to all India call
centers at 39008888 and check in thereby reducing time spent in long ques at check in counters at
the airport.

Kingfisher red airlines have always focused on low operating costs, along with high level of
productivity ensures that our fares are the lowest. Along with this we incorporate in advanced fleet
of modern aircrafts topped the quality program around the world to create and ambiance truly
cherished. It takes you off to touch the international skies with world class experience.

So this time you are planning for an air travel than opt for Kingfisher red airlines as flyers get an
opportunity to experience quality tri-service with our airlines at very cost effective prices.
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